Ortho-pinion Guidelines

If you are an AAOS member surgeon with an idea for an Ortho-pinion, please submit it via email to Ortho-pinion@aaos.org. In keeping with the AAOS’ editorial process for OrthoInfo, all proposed topic ideas must be approved by a physician member of the OrthoInfo Editorial Board. In some cases, he or she may recommend modifying a proposed topic to make it more appropriate for the general public or to avoid redundancy with other content on the website. Once a proposed topic is accepted, OrthoInfo editorial staff will be available to assist physician authors in developing their Ortho-pinions, if needed. All completed Ortho-pinions will be reviewed by a member of the OrthoInfo Editorial Board before publication on the website.

Information for Authors

__Ortho-pinions should be from 250-500 words long.

__To ensure that your Ortho-pinion is accessible to the lay reader, avoid using medical terminology and jargon; instead, use language that you would use when talking with your patients.

__Do not include marketing references to your practice or recommend any one type of treatment.

__Do not include footnotes, references, or links to other websites.

__Send a headshot for publication with your Ortho-pinion.

Publication Requirements

Before publication, Ortho-pinion physician authors must do the following:

- Complete and submit the Academy’s digital Assignment of Rights and Image Release Form.
- Submit or update their AAOS disclosure at AAOS Disclosure Program. The AAOS disclosure program serves as a central repository of all relevant commercial relationships for individuals involved in organizational governance, CME faculty, and authors of enduring materials.

If you have questions or need more information, please contact Lisa Chaudhry, Senior Editor, OrthoInfo, at chaudhry@aaos.org.